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The upgrade of the laser pump time-resolved X-ray probes, namely time-

resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy (TR-XAS) and X-ray diffraction (TR-

XRD), implemented at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility, is described.

The improvements include a superbunch fill, a high-efficiency fluorescence

collection, an efficient spatial overlap protocol and a new data-acquisition

scheme. After upgrade, the adequate TR-XAS signal is now obtained in a

0.3 mM solution, compared with a 6 mM solution in our previous report.

Furthermore, to extend application in photophysics, the TR-XAS probe is

applied on SrCoO2.5 thin film. And for the first time, TR-XAS is combined with

TR-XRD to simultaneously detect the kinetic trace of structural changes in

thin film.

1. Introduction

The pump–probe time-resolved X-ray technique is a powerful

tool for studying transient structure in non-equilibrium

processes. In a typical pump–probe experiment, short laser

pulses excite a sample to its non-equilibrium states, which are

probed by X-ray pulses at different time delays after laser

excitation. Versatile X-ray probes can be applied in pump–

probe measurements. Here we only discuss time-resolved

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (TR-XAS) and time-resolved

X-ray diffraction (TR-XRD) using monochromatic X-rays in

synchrotrons. Mostly applied in photochemistry and photo-

catalysis studies, TR-XAS could provide transient electronic

and geometric structure information (Chen, 2005; Chen et al.,

2010, 2014; Bressler & Chergui, 2010; Chen & Zhang, 2013;

Smolentsev & Sundström, 2015). Since the development of

high-repetition-rate TR-XAS (Lima et al., 2011; March et al.,

2011) the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been drastically

improved. TR-XAS was also applied in photophysics, espe-

cially in thin films (Wen et al., 2015). TR-XRD has been widely

used in thin-film systems (Daranciang et al., 2012; Schick et

al., 2014; Wen et al., 2013). Another trend of time-resolved

experiments is the combination of different methods, such as

the simultaneous measurement of X-ray emission spectro-

scopy (XES) and X-ray wide-angle scattering (Haldrup et al.,

2012), and XES and X-ray protein crystallography in X-ray

free-electron lasers (XFELs) (Kern et al., 2013). Simultaneous

observation of transient processes using different probes helps

to obtain a more complete picture of structure dynamics.
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We have developed TR-XRD in thin films (Sun et al., 2016)

and TR-XAS in photochemistry at the Beijing Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (BSRF) (Wang et al., 2017). Although time-

resolved X-ray absorption near-edge fine-structure spectro-

scopy (TR-XANES) from a 6 mM iron complex solution has

been demonstrated (Wang et al., 2017), there is considerable

discrepancy between this demonstration and practical appli-

cations. Most practical photochemical systems feature in low

concentration below 1 mM, calling for remarkable improve-

ment of SNR for our TR-XAS detection. Moreover, TR-XAS

is needed to extend to thin-film samples and we further

proposed the integration of the TR-XRD and TR-XAS setups

to achieve a simultaneous detection. To address these

requirements, we upgraded the laser pump/X-ray probe

instrumentation, with details given in Section 2. In Section 3,

two experimental demonstrations are briefly presented.

2. Experiment upgrades

2.1. Super bunch and X-ray source

As a parasitic light source of the Beijing Electron–Positron

Collider, BSRF runs in two modes, the high-energy physics

mode with beam current in decay mode and the dedicated

synchrotron mode with top-up injection. Hybrid injection has

been successfully achieved in both modes, optimizing for time-

resolved experiments by use of a single bunch (camshaft

bunch) current of 2.5 mA (Wang et al., 2017). The increase of

the camshaft bunch current is the most straightforward way to

increase the X-ray photons used for pump–probe measure-

ments. As shown in Fig. 1, a superbunch with a 9 mA beam

current is successfully realized in top-up mode.

Two kinds of polycapillaries were applied for secondary

X-ray focusing. One can focus X-rays to �80 mm with a

working distance of 21 mm, while the other can focus down to

�30 mm with only 5 mm working distance. The smaller X-ray

spot size is needed for excitation by an optical parametric

amplifier (OPA), newly installed, which has low laser pulse

energy (1–9 mJ per pulse) to ensure sufficient excitation.

2.2. Enhancement of X-ray fluorescence collection efficiency

Even with the help of the super bunch, the X-ray photon

flux is still only �103 photons pulse�1, two to three orders of

magnitude weaker than the undulator sources at third-

generation synchrotrons. Therefore, the fluorescence collec-

tion enhancement of the TR-XAS is essential to compensate

for the lower flux. The direct way is to minimize the sample–

detector distance to maximize collection efficiency. However,

this is a trade-off between soller slit unit, detector case shape,

liquid jet chamber and avoidance of sample splash on

detector. Fig. 2 presents the optimization result of the new

setup. The soller slit unit is fixed on the nose of an avalanche

photodiode (APD) case and consists of a Z � 1 fluorescence

filter, a 3D printing minor soller slit and a light-tight Be

window. As the soller slit gets closer to the liquid jet, the area

of incidence in front of the slit decreases. The slit-blade

thickness should be minimized to obtain a high transmission

efficiency. With a reduced blade thickness of 0.13 mm, 78.6%

transmission efficiency is realized under the new design. The

incident angle of laser towards the liquid jet is redesigned to

be as small as 16� to avoid the damage of capillary and soller

slit by laser. Homemade APD and soller slit units fit well with

the optimization requirements, including finer detector cross-

section, unsymmetrical shape and customized electronics

circuit, as shown in Fig. 2. Also, the soller slit is designed with

an unsymmetrical profile to avoid laser interaction. The

distance between sample centre and sensor face is pushed

down to only 6 mm after optimization, representing a fluor-

escence collection solid angle of 1.28 sterad for each APD

(10 mm � 10 mm sensor area). About 20.4% of the total

fluorescence, without considering the absorption of the filter

and the Be window, can be received using two APDs, three

times higher efficiency than the previous setup. Under this

compact design, the laser-illuminated aqueous samples have

been proven not to splash on the filter.

2.3. New protocol of laser and X-ray spatial overlap

The long-term spatial and temporal overlap stability is a

prerequisite to the success of TR-XAS experiments. The

previous spatial overlap is realized by the manual adjustment

of the laser and X-ray spot centre on a YAG fluorescence

screen (Wang et al., 2017). Only coarse overlap can be reached

according to this scheme and further optimization of the
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Figure 1
Super bunches in the hybrid fill pattern of the BSRF, where a camshaft
bunch is placed in the middle of a large gap between bunch trains. The
beam current of super bunch and small bunches within bunch trains is
9 mA and 2.5 mA, respectively. The total beam current is 250 mA. The
data are acquired by a 4 GHz oscilloscope using a fast-response
photodiode.

Figure 2
Top view of the sample environment assembly for high-efficiency X-ray
fluorescence collection design. The APD and soller slit were optimized in
an unsymmetrical design for maximum collection. The liquid jet is
represented by a blue spot. The working distance of the polycapillary
is 21 mm.



transient signal is necessary to obtain precise overlap.

However, this process is difficult to work on the unknown

sample system, since it is hard to know if the transient signal

exists in advance. Generally, we had to use a reference sample

to reach precise overlap and replaced it with the pending

sample. The tubing had to be rinsed to avoid contamination.

The sample switch process is time-consuming and the set

precise overlap is prone to degrade, calling for a more efficient

and reliable scheme to realize precise spatial overlap.

In a typical photochemical experiment, a solution sample is

delivered to a stainless steel tubing nozzle to form a cylindrical

liquid jet driven by a peristaltic pump, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

The laser and X-ray focal spots must overlap in the centre of

the sample jet. We proposed a knife scanning scheme using the

stainless tubing nozzle as the scan knife edge. The nozzle

drops 2 mm to scan the laser and X-ray beam simultaneously,

in both Y and Z directions. Therefore, we could acquire the

central position and spot size of both the laser and the X-ray at

the same time. By means of this new scheme, the spatial

overlap of the liquid jet centre, laser and X-ray beam spot sizes

can be achieved precisely and efficiently. No reference sample

is needed. The scanning result using a 500 mm-diameter nozzle

along the Y direction is shown in Fig. 3(b). The X-ray spot size,

laser spot size and overlap deviation are 80, 160 and 5 mm,

respectively.

2.4. Improvement on TR-XAS data acquisition

TR-XAS data collection is generally carried out by

obtaining the laser-on minus laser-off difference spectrum.

This scheme helps to cancel the systematic error in the

difference spectrum, as the on and off signals are acquired

almost simultaneously. The previous data-acquisition scheme

was based on Nuclear Instrument Module (NIM) hardware,

where we used gated constant fraction discriminators (CFDs)

to select out the signal over threshold by adjusting a poten-

tiometer (Wang et al., 2017). Because the on and off signals

were processed by different channels of the CFD, the long-

term drift of the threshold settings would introduce system

noise. As the data collection will take quite a long time, the

data quality would be greatly influenced using a NIM scheme,

especially for low-concentration photocatalytic systems.

Therefore, a new data-acquisition method based on the field

programmable gate array (FPGA) scheme is developed, as

shown in Fig. 4.

The acquisition system is controlled by a PXle-8135

controller (NI). X-ray fluorescence signals collected by APDs

are first converted to digital signals by digitizer (NI5772, NI)

and then online processed by a FPGA module (PXle-7976R,

NI) to obtain the difference signal, defined as laser-on minus

laser-off. A delay generator (DG645, SRS), triggered by the

1.243 MHz timing signal, provides frequency division and

suitable delays to the FPGA system. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the

Total Trigger (1.243 MHz) for both laser-on and laser-off

signal is set before the super bunch, and the APD signal is

sampled after trigger. The laser-on trigger (621.5 kHz) from

division of the timing signal is used to distinguish between

laser-on and laser-off signals.

2.5. Simultaneous measurement of transient XRD and XAS

During setup of TR-XAS for thin film, we proposed to

measure both transient XRD and XAS simultaneously. Since

the TR-XAS needs to scan the energy, the combination

measurement here represents the simultaneous time-delay

scan of Bragg peak shifts and the absorption difference at

fixed energy. The energy selection is dependent on the

difference features from the TR-XAS. The combination

scheme provides a unique way to obtain the systematic kinetic

traces in both the local structure and collective motions of the

crystal unit cell, simultaneously. The setup is shown in Fig. 5,

where a Pilatus detector is used to collect Bragg reflections of

the film and an APD is placed above the sample to collect

fluorescence of the interested element. To maximize the X-ray

fluorescence collection efficiency, the head of the APD is

placed parallel to the film, as close to the sample as possible

without blocking the laser and X-ray beam. To balance the

thermal effects caused by laser and collection efficiency, the

laser repetition rate is compromised, generally set at less than

100 kHz. The sample was cooled to expedite heat dissipation
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Figure 3
(a) Laser (green) and X-ray beam (red) overlap in the centre of the liquid
jet. (b) Spatial overlap scanning of laser and X-ray by stainless steel
tubing. The position and size of the spot can be obtained from the
Gaussian fitting of the scan. Figure 4

(a) FPGA scheme for transient data collection and on-line processing
based on a commercialized FPGA system (NI). (b) Trigger scheme for
both extracting the signal of the super bunch at 1.243 MHz and
distinguishing the laser-on and laser-off signal at 621.5 kHz.



by purging with 100 K nitrogen gas using an Oxford Cryo-

systems cooler (Cryostream 800). The XAS fluorescence and

diffraction peak were recorded simultaneously by APD and

Pilatus, respectively, at different time delay to obtain the decay

curve.

2.6. Extension of laser wavelength range

The high-repetition-rate and high-power laser system has

been described (Wang et al., 2017) with second-harmonic

generation (SHG) and third-harmonic generation (THG) for

excitation. However, the suitable excitation wavelength varies

with the samples so the laser system is upgraded with an OPA

and a fourth harmonic module is installed. The OPA provides

continuous excitation wavelength from 210 to 11000 nm. The

fourth harmonic module offers a maximum of 12 mJ pulse�1 at

257.5 nm. The pulse energy of the harmonics and the OPA are

shown in Fig. 6. To provide a stable operation environment,

the laser system with OPA is relocated in a separated laser

hutch adjacent to the X-ray experiment hutch. The laser

transport efficiency to the sample is up to 90%.

3. Applications of the upgrade

3.1. TR-XAS collection in sub-millimolar concentration
solution

In our previous report, the TR-XANES was obtained from

a 6 mM solution of a photo-induced crossover iron(II)

complex, 1,10-phenanthroline iron sulfate (Wang et al., 2017).

After the upgrades described in Section 2 we obtained the

transient XANES with concentration pushed down to 0.3 mM

for the same sample, as shown in Fig. 7. As the sample

concentration decreases, we could increase the repetition rate

from the previous 155 kHz to the current 621.5 kHz. In the

meantime, we also collected the time-resolved extended X-ray

absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (TR-EXAFS) data in a

0.75 mM solution. The difference EXAFS data are presented

and compared with the data collected at the Advanced Photon

Source (APS) in Fig. 8. The red line is TR-EXAFS data of the

same sample but in 5 mM and collected at the APS (Zhan et

al., 2017). Our data are coincident with the red line. Using the

difference EXAFS analysis method that we developed (Zhan

et al., 2017), the first shell bond change could be obtained.

3.2. Simultaneous measurement of both TR-XRD and TR-XAS
on an SrCoO2.5 thin film

For a c-axis-oriented single-crystalline brownmillerite

SrCoO2.5 thin film (BM-SCO) on a (LaAlO3)0.3(SrAlTaO3)0.7

(LSAT) substrate, TR-XRD has captured a giant out-of-plane

photo-induced strain, �c/c > 1% (unpublished data). The BM-

SCO has alternating octahedral CoO6 and tetrahedral CoO4

layers, so the local structure change around the Co atom is a

new surge of interest upon laser excitation. The Co K-edge of

TR-XAS of a 47 nm thin film was collected as shown in Fig. 9.

The TR-XAS data are noisy because of the poor photon

counts but we see four features in the difference spectrum
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Figure 5
Setup of simultaneous measurement of transient XRD and XAS. Both
X-ray (red line) and laser (green line) are incident from the right side.
The APD (light green) is placed above the sample to collect fluorescence
and the Pilatus is placed at the upper left to detect reflection peak. The
sample is cooled by blowing 100 K nitrogen using a cryojet (blue line).

Figure 6
Pulse energy of harmonics and OPA. The harmonic energy is marked
by stars.

Figure 7
(a) Transient XANES of [FeII(phen)3]2+ at a concentration of 0.3 mM.
(b) Difference spectrum from laser-on minus laser-off in (a).



[Fig. 9(b)]. For simultaneous TR-XAS and TR-XRD

measurements, a 20 nm BM-SCO film was chosen to ensure

the full excitation of the film because of 30 nm laser pene-

tration depth at 515 nm wavelength for BM-SCO. X-ray

energy is fixed at 7718 eV, corresponding to feature A in

Fig. 9(b). To reduce thermal effects, the laser repetition rate is

set at 38 kHz. The 008 reflection of the thin film and the

difference feature A were collected at different time delays.

Fig. 10 gives the decay of feature A in TR-XAS, indicating a

similar trend to the angular shift decay from TR-XRD. A

detailed analysis of the experimental results will be presented

elsewhere.

4. Summary

Efforts have been made to improve the SNR of our TR-XAS

instrumentation to meet the requirements of low-

concentration detection in practical systems. The improve-

ments include a super-bunch injection realized in top-up

mode, a higher fluorescence collection unit design, a reliable

and efficient spatial overlap protocol and a new data-

acquisition system based on an FPGA scheme. With these

improvements, adequate transient XAS signal in submilli-

molar concentration solution has been obtained.

TR-XAS was also applied in thin-film samples. Moreover,

we proposed and realized the simultaneous measurement of

TR-XAS and TR-XRD, and successfully applied it to the BM-

SCO thin film. Next, the SNR of TR-XAS in film samples will

be further improved.
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